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!By Cleveland! Ferguson III
"Give me a "GI" "GI"...
Give me an SI" "S" "What does
that spell?"
"Gloria Reasonsl"
Gloria Reasons, an
academic advisor of the
Undergraduate Student Affairs
Department taught a psychology
oriented course called Personal
Adjustment in the first half of
the 1990 Fall semester.
Class met from 8-10:15
a.m., every Monday, Wednesday
and Friday.
The class was centered
around practical issues and
controversial topics including:
stress management, drugs and
sex.
"I like the fact that the
professor allowed the class to
have an open forum-approach.
You are able to express all of
your thoughts and share them
with the rest of the class,"
emphasized Mitch Brenner, a
freshman.
Gloria Reasons concurred.
"I don't believe that
another class could have been
taught with the same approach."
"Given the subject
matter, the less-than-formal
setting was appropriate."
Much of the class felt that
the workload was intense and
beneficial.
"The exercises, class and
homework motivates you to
think, plan, examine thoughts
and feelings you otherwise
wouldn't have," stressed Lisa
Klienberg.
Practical applications
such as study and time
management skills were
addressed heavily.
Marsha Sinagra, a
Learning Resource Center
Coordinator, gave a time
management seminar.
The class participated in
Sfuud«, 'Pfj'D Se~???
(Lto R): HicheoneoZonneor ~ 'Robin SayUla
Tara LeoaYitt~ Robin SilYeorsteoin~ Sandra
Aranga Honiqueo Keoith; (Back Row):
Geoorgeo ~carneolJ ~ .Jdf Nicholson~ Eric G~ldfeold
.Jonathan Hineor ~ Hitch Breonneor; Not Plctureod:
Harceono Bragheotta~Lisa Klieonbeorg
many exercises. One of them was concurred for reasons ranging
interviewing various professors from: the unity that is created
and advisor. with the other students to getting
"The interviews of to know yourself better.
professors and advisors were "Dealing with question
quite interesting because you got like 'What is the worst thing
to know them on a personal1evel. parents can do to children?' and
Unlike writing a report on a 'What feelings do you have the
specific topic, the intervtew most trouble expressing?' and
allowed you to go into a number being able to share these
of areas," said Ms. Klienberg. thoughts with your peers enables
"It is because of course them 10 learn things about
work like the interviews, and the yourself, you otherwise would
bonding that occurs in class with not have known," stated Sandra
our peers and the professor that Araga.
makes me wish this were a Jeff Nicholson, a
mandatory class for freshmen," freshman, agreed.
said Monique Keith. "With the "Ungame"
Mr. Brenner elaborated (Created by Terry Shear,
on Ms. Keith's statement. another undergraduate academic
"I wouldn't mind if the advisor of Student Affairs) you
class was mandatory if we got got to open up and express how
transferrable credit for it." you feel about life."
"Maybe it can be The small size of the class
substituted for or implemented was essential.
into the core requirements or "The small size of the
something," he added. class allowed for more bonding to
Much of the class continued on page b
~~ountlud 'P'Wjut
B'J Sandra Yatson
Cli:yeoland Feorguson III
Through recent surveys"
students' are crying: "Foodl FoodII
We want foodl"
It is clear from the
students point of view that Nova
University needs a dining hall.
"Nova was never planned
or designed to be an
undergraduate institution and
only a very few years ago did we
go to one," said Dr. Joseph
Lakovitch, Vice President for
Academic and Student Services.
"Only three years ago we
only had three hundred students.
Because we have grown sort of
backwards, we didn't have a
service infrastructure in place,"
heajded.
The Rosenthal Student
Center is a relatively new
attraction at Nova's main
campus.
"We didn't have a student
union. Two years ago, the student
union was in the trailer. The
year prior it was in Caryn
Asleson's office in Undergraduate
Student Affairs Dept," said the
Vice President.
Two years ago, the
Rosenthal Student Center was
converted to a student union
building.
"We still lack some
things that you would expect a
typical college campus to have,
such as medical services. The
critical need is the food," he
stressed.
"Nobody disagrees with
that. We tried to get it up and
running for last August, but for
reasons--Iargely financial--[it
did not happen]. We were just
asking a lot to be putting all of
this together at once," he added.
continued on pg _ 6
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model for the younger generation
It happens sometimes
that negative connotations can
become attached to your
[clUb's] endeavors. In these
situations you have to think of
the positive side of your
[club's] projects; because
these projects will leave a
legacy for incoming students to
continue. Your clubs have
prepared the ground work for
new students. Always try to
remember that you cannot
please all tha people all the
time.
It is inspiring to see
that young adults are able to
take the initiative to better
themselves and their school.
Your best efforts have been put
forth, it is time to reap the
fruit of your labor. All of you
need to be supported for your
efforts.
that the Medicare hits would
cause a backlash among elderly
voters. Liberals attacked the
inequity of the tax increases and
called for deeper cuts in defense.
There's no doubt about the
package'S unfairness. According
to the joint Tax· Committee of
Congress, the hike for Americans
with incomes of $20,000 to
$30,000 would be nearly twice
that for those in the $200,000-
plus bracket.
The point is that a
nonreversible solution was.
readily available. The top 5
percent of U.S. households earn
about $650 billion a year.
Jumping their tax rate to a
measly 38 percent (it was 70
percent und~r Nixon and Ford)
would raise $65 billion this
year-ample to meet all the
requIrements for deficit
reduction. ObViously, if fairness
is the concern, that is the way to
go. But· the Administration's
first priority is taxing those
people least who have the most to
spend.
iJJ~
Betty Sylvestre
The Nova student body has
many attributes that can easily
be commended. However, there
is one more apparent than
others. It is their involvement
in the clubs and the activities
on the Nova campus. I have
seen that the clubs' open
invitation policy, and their
community service activities
are aspiring and their
members are friendly. This
successful combination appears
to be.attracting new members.
The family of clubs that
exists at Nova offers student
members an advantage. this
advantage lies in the fact that
members can assume
responsibility for the changes
that occur on the campus. Each
member can be considered a
leader as well as a positive role
E~
at tile Nation
Editor's not.: If you nave an
edltorlal or a repl y to one
prlnted, send It to The
Nova Knight, Attn:
Edltor's Page,
Rosenthal Student Center.
The bipartisan budget
package was a wreck of a bundle,
wrapped In hypocrisy. reeking of
inequity and empty of reform.
Only because the inane "process"
of its preparation lasted so long
was it possible to find anybody
willing to accept delivery.
Democratic conferees seemed
worn out from opposing
(successfully, if perhaps
temporarily) President Bush's
proposal to cut the capital gains
tax. Most republicans finally get
it through their thick skulls that
the taxes on luxury items
(yachts, expensive cars,
jewelry) were trivial compared
with the levies imposed on the
middle class. And no one raised a
real fuss when Medicare
premiums were almost doubled
(and deductibles jacked up as
well) and the fabled "peace
dividend" was scuttled.
When it went to Congress,
the budgetary entente
encountered stormy seas. Right-
wingers were enrageu over
Bush's perfidy in raising taxes at
, all. Some Democrats worried
[J
active, the University has
started to take notice and has
acted accordingly. I have been
fortunate enough to take notice
and I have acted accordingly. I
have been fortunate enough to
see some major changes at the
College. For example, the
students now have a student
union center, whereas, before
the students had to hang out in a
trailor.
Also, student leaders
are supported by the.
administration and are given
opportunities to attend school
conferences and activities that
are paid for by the school. The
students now have their own
radio station paid for by the
school. The students now have a
more active and growing
newspaper and a Director of
Student Life to help plan and
organize campus activities and
events.
But we have more worK ana
more growing to do. And if our
fellow students don't start to
take action and do their part as
active, concerned student~, we
may start to lose the struggle
aganist school apathy. For
example, currently students
are not participating in events
designed to boost school spirit,
such as athletic events and
Homecoming. If this continues,
many planned activities will be
forfeited due to lack of
participation and interest on
the students' part.
To make this a better and
livelier campus, more students
need to become involved. There
are many clubs and
organizations for Nova students
to join, intramural sporting
events, social events and more.
Let's not give in to school
apathy, but rather let's start
making Nov:! College a campus
for the students. Through
increased participation, the
student body can conquer
student apathy. I ask all fellow
students to support your clubs,
and organizations; improve our
image and our school. We've
come this far; just imagine
what an involved and united
student body can accomplish.
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Now is the time to start
becoming an active student and
to place the image of student
apathy behind us.
Today, because of a handful
of students that have become
~e~~ 1n1JQBJr~ ~tI:~11
B, Jos.ph Hack.nzi.
Yic.-Pnsid.nt
Campus Programing Board
What kind of school should
Nova University be?· The
answer to that is in the hands
of the student body.
As a student who considers
himself to be active, I'm very
displeased with the way other
students complain about the
lack of school funded activities
at Nova College. Lack of school
activities is directly related to
the lack of time the students
volunteer to make these
activities happen. Yet when it
comes time for students to
gather to make suggestions,
such as "Why can't we have
alcohol on campus?" , come to
life, the response is pitiful.
Time and time again, I see
. the same students participating
and creating events for the
student body only to have
minimal response from their
fellow students. When you ask
students why they don't attend,
they use the same poor
excuses, such as "Oh, I didn't
know about it," or "I didn't see
the posters," or the best cne of
all, "Why should I go?"
The poor excuses students
give aren't going to make things
happen at Nova. Nova is your
school, and only you can make
Nova College work for you.
When student interest in
extra-curricular activities,
such as sports and student
dances "ave increased to the
point where administration
must take notice, then the
students' voices will be heard.
Only when we, the students,
. unite can we overcome the
apathy at Nova College, and
start to make improvements
for ourselves and for future
students. Students can find out
who their (student
government) representatives
are and voice their concerns;
students can take advantage of
suggestion boxes placed around
campus to express their ideas
and feelings.
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What is PAD? Chapter News
Phi Alpha Delta Law Fraternity, International is a
professional service organization composed of law
students, pre-law students, legal educators, attorneys,
judges and government officials. Phi Alpha Delta was
founded in 1902 for the purpose of promoting
professional competency and achievement within the
legal profession.
From a tiny nucleus of four chapters in 1902, Phi
Alpha Delta has experienced astounding growth and
today is the world's largest Law Fraternity. PAD has
171 law school chapters, over 100 pre-law chapters
and 90 alUIIlI'lj chapters throughout the United States,
Canada and Puerto Rico.
Today the Phi Alpha Delta network stands at over
129,000 members strong. Each year PAD initiates
over 4,000 law students and over 2,000 pre-law
students.
Great pizza is just
aphone call away.
l~~~g
coupon
Two Medium
Pepperoni Pizzas
Four Cans of Pepsi
$10.99
Feed 6 for less than $1.69 each.
Not valid with any other offer.
.--_-.-----~~ -- ~-COUPON
Medium Cheese &
Two Cans of Pepsi
$6.99
Additional toppings extra ~
Umit 3. Offer good 11 :00- 2:00. V
Not valid with any other offer. t!J
____ ,... _--- -. ...- ...."'"iiiiiii"'"...-~-
COUPON
Personal Pan Pizza
$1.99 + tax
and add
One Can of Pepsi
for only
$2.50 + tax
Made To Oder so Call Ahead
Studant. In tha Caraar Davalopmant
program ara a.paclally ancouraged to III-
lI8rtlcllllta In thla 1lMC1a. off.... ~
Limited time offer. t!J
I'------~-"
~FAST, FREEDELIVERY
474-8844
2901 S. University, Davie
The Nova University Phi Alpha Delta Pre-Law
Chapter bulletin board is located on the second
floor olthe Parker Building, across from Student
Affmrs (Room 212).
The Nova University Phi Alpha Delta Pre-Law
Chapter is a very strong organization. This year has .
already seen a good deal of both negative and positive
aspects. While the negative aspects seem to haunt the
Fraternity, the members continue to strive for the
best The members this year are very active and truly
care about the organization. The truth is that this
Fraternity is extremely strong due to the leadership
and fellowship of its members.
At the beginning of the academic year, PAD held a
two-week rush period full of activities ranging from
speakers on study habits, law school admissions, law
school experiences and the need to be precise with
word choice, to social events, including pizza parties
and much more. Phi Alpha Delta has held a great
deal of fund-raisers and donated money to the Daily
Food Bank.
There are so many activities that PAD has been
involved in this year that we cannot possibly name
them all. Every event PAD has sponsored this year
has been a great success. All anyone needs to do to
fmd this out is ask an active PAD member or
someone who has attended a PAD event.
There are also many activities and events in the
planning for the remainder of the year. A few of the
events include a trip to St.Thomas Law School, a tour
of the Nova Law Library, the Annual Toga Party
and much more. To sum up the 1990-91 year, PAD
will sponSotoneof the University's biggest events-tht·~,
Annual Legal Studies Dinner.
PAD's Pre-Law Program resulted after PAD
conducted extensive research and surveys which
demonstrated that no national organization was
effectively addressing the needs of pre-law students.
When the results of PAD's research were presented to
law students, attorneys, and judges on the floor of the
1980 PAD International Convention in Hot Springs,
Arkansas, it was decided that Phi Alpha Delta would
accept the challenge to help better equip pre-law
students for the rigors of law school and the legal
profession.
Southwest Missouri State University in
Springfield, Missouri became the ftrst undergraduate
institution to petition the International Executive
Board of Phi Alpha Delta for a Pre-Law Chapter
charter. The International Executive Board approved
the petition and the fmt PAD Pre-Law Chapter was
installed on April 24, 1981.
In Just 10 years the International Executive Board
has granted Pre-Law Chapter charters to students
from over 100 colleges and universities.
The fundamental objective of PAD's Pre-Law
Program is to assist undergraduate.studerits to make
an "informed choiCe" in selecting law as a career,
deciding which law school to attend, and in preparing
for the rigors of law school. Phi Alpha Delta remains
the only Law Fraternity and the only national legal
organization of any kind with a national Pre-Law
Program committed to meeting the needs of
undergraduate students interested in the law.
PAD's Pre-Law Program
# or QuesliODSItem typeSec:tioD coolelll
TlDlf per ItClioII 4S minuta
Number 0I1tCtioDI 4
Logical Rt:asooing 33-3S
Analylical ReuooiDg 29-31
Reading Compebensioo 34-36
Variable
.IJIB
Inl LSAT
Just when you thought you (and Stanley Kaplan)
were getting the hang of the LSAT (Law School
Admission Test). aresll'UC~ version of the test
will be introduced in June of 1991. In addition to the
significant statistical and technical modifications of
the test, scmes earned on the resll'UCtUJ'ed version of
the LSAT will be reported on a scale ranging from
120 to 180. The present reponing scale ranges from
10 to 48 with a mean of 30.
The changes are being made primarily to address
problems in the LSAT = distribution. including
the incteased Dumber of high SCOleS. the steady climb
in the average = that has occumd over the past
several years. and the continued larger proportion of
test takers earning SCOleS above the mean than below.
The Executive Committee of the Nova
Universi!r Phi Alpha Delta Pre-Law OIapter has
named Kim Frimowitz, Member of the Month.
Kim was iDducted into the Fralcmity this year and
has already demonsU'aled much dedication to
Nova's Pre-Law Otapter. She is the 01airpers0n of
both the Advertisement Committee and the
Fundraising Committee. Advertising this year has
made PAD's events more sua:essfu1 thaD the events
of most orgauizations on campus. During the past
few months our Otapter has rUscd more than
$500.00 by fuDdraiscrs which can be attributed to
Kim's organiDlion of the Fundraising Committee.
As a hard-working and very dedicated PAD
member. Kim deserves much recognition.
~,,=;n"-'TIONS~" ..
Happy ~
~ Holidays~ fnJm PIli AIpba Della
Current LSAT
Member of the Month
LSATNews
TIIH per__ 3S minuta
Number 0I1tCtioDI 4
.SeeD COOleD' Ite. type # 01 Q.....
Logical ReuooiDg 24-26
Logical ReuooiDg 24·26
AnaI)'IiaII ReuooiDg 22-24
Reading Compdlcmioa 26-28
Variable
Limited IloIiwry Ala
Earn UD to $1000 in one week
for your campus organizatIon.
Plus a chance at S5000 more!
This program '','orks!
No investme 1 t needed.
Call 1-800-932-0528
Ext. 50
FAST FUNDRAISING
PROGRAM
$1000~:.
~4 'fJle liJYa. higM
Junior Nominees
Rob Armstrong.. Rob Brz.nski .. Hicha.l Katz
Kim Glazeor .. Sh.rri Carm.1i .. Gina DiGiovanl\i
U.1inda 60nzal.z .. Jacki. Hacial Patty Nanc.
Sandy Katz and Robert Deutschman
Homecoming Winners
Senior Queen & King:
Senior Nominees
Tom Sh.ridan .. St.v. Rozzo
Alfnd Avila
Sandy Katz .. He-lissa HcYay .. De-anna Cruz
Johnna Andre-son
Randy B••s .. Alfnd Avila. Bob D.utschman
-=~'->
Freshman Nominees
Junior Court
(L to R): Ang.la Gilmon .. M.1issa Bucci
Mich.l. D. Pasqua1... Robin Silb.rst.in
~hricfi...T"_~__
Gin~ DiGiov~nni ~nd Rob.rt Armstrong
On Homecoming night
Sandy Katz and Roberf
Deutchman were crowned Queen
and King of Nova University
respeC;:~~~;'S'I1~PPY'~jUst to be
nominated," said Robert
Deutschman.
"Winning [the kingship]
was a surprise," he added.
"Being crowned
Homecoming Queen was really
special," stated Sandy Katz.
"A few years ago, my
sister was crowned Homecoming
Queen of Nova University as
well," she continued.
Senior Representatives
were: Missy McVay and Alfred
Avila.
Sophomore Nominees
NOI1G
~
(L to R): J.niff.r Pool... Je-nnife-r Yosse-lleor
Brook. B~ldwin.. C~rri. P.~rson
Freshman Court
Freshman Nominees
JC~trv. VOlt ... J'" Gr~olini
(Lto R): Hit. Edward.s .. John Gramolini
Edw~rd H~cki... Vi11i~m V~lsh
~~~T
.',
'n.e lbYa Exrj_
IJn.~~r414~
~5
let me feel the beBt
~6 TIle liml 'llriQtat
IJn~~S~t:4,~Continued from P~ge 1
occur. People felt that they could
relate comfortably to one
another," said Ms. Reasons.
The multicultural
diversity of the class was unique
for the size of the class.
Students were from the
Bahamas, Columbia, Brazil, and
the United States.
Religious groups were
represented as well.
"Students have grown
from the experience of working
with others from different
backrounds as well," stated Ms.
Reasons.
The class agreed that the
course required too much
[liveliness) for the time it was
scheduled.
"The class needs too much
mental expression from
individuals. You have to be
really stimulated psychologically
and be willing to open up," said
Michelle Zonner.
"By the end of the class
everyone is so hyper. The class
should start at ten or eleven,"
she added.
The class concurred
enthusiastically that "Gloria
Reasons made the class."
"She separated you from
your friends, made you work in
groups with students you didn't
know. She fostered the unity--
the closeness," said Robin
Silverstein.
"Gloria is an awesome
teacher," said Lisa. "She made
this class. If she weren't the
teacher, I don't know. It just
wouldn't have been as good.
"She made us feel
comfortable with opening up in
fact of ner and the other
stability. She seemed more like
a mentor than a professor," said
Monique Keith.
Everyone approved of the
class as mandatory, if they could
get transferrable credit for it.
By Iflobln Silverstein
Dr. Gordon is an English
teacher, in the Liberal Arts
Department. She became a
teacher because she always liked
teaching and loves to read.
She likes to have
summers off, so she can attend to
her own affairs.
Dr. Gordon attended the
University of Colorado and spent
one semester in France at the
University of Savoie.
"I would recommend to
anyone who has the chance to
spend a semester abroad," she
said.
Her educational
experiences include teaching at
Colorado University, Colorado
State, Loyola in Chicago and
Lincoln College.
She likes Nova college
because classes are small, and
she can give more attention to the
students.
She feels that there is no
real campus .atmosphere
however. .
"I wish there was a
cafeteria, just somewhere the
students and the teachers can
socialize," she emphasized.
She came to Nova College
because she felt it was the best
thing for her.
The salary is good and the
people are very friendly.
The only let down for her
is, she feels the students aren't
as good as she expected.
"They have no motivation
to learn and don't participate in
class enough," she stressed.
In Dr. Gordon's spare
time, she makes stain glass
windows, plays the guitar, reads
and used to ski.
Her favorite books are
Ulysses by James Joyce, and
Steppenwolf by Herman Hesse.
If she could pick one book
for her students to read it would
be The Stranger by Camus.
Although she listens to a
variety of music, blues and
classical musical are her
favorites.
By George Camey
I interviewed Dr. Donald!
J. Haggerty, mathematics;
professor. He is a happily'
married man with three!
children: two girls and one boy.
In his spare time he'
enjoys reading and walking. In
addition, he likes to play tennis.
and follow the New York Mets
baseball team.
Or. Haggerty has been
teaching for thirty-four years
and attributes his decision to
teach to when he was a boy scout,
giving demonstrations about
camping to other scouts.
After this training, he
decided that he enjoyed teaching
others.
His educational
experiences include attending
City College of New York. He
graduated with his Ed.D..
He entered as a chemistry
major, but changed to
mathematics.
He began teaching at
Stony Brook University in Long
Island. Later, he decided to move
to Florida and teach at Nova, thus
ending his career in the New
York pUblic school system.
He loves teaching at Nova
University because of the small
classes and excellent faculty.
~~tA4t1J~t
Continued from P~,~ 1
An architect has looked at
the building for evaluative
purposes.
"For about 1 million or
1.2 million dollars, we can
extend the Rosenthal Student
Center to include a larger area,"
he said.
"I think it's money well
spent," he added.
"This [Rosenthal
expansion project] then becomes
a focal point of the campus. It
becomes even more critical when
you realize in August of 1992 we
will open a new undergraduate
dormitory."
"Now that we will have a
traditional dormitory--that
means no kitchen-owe as an
institution can no longer delay
{having a food service
program)," said Dr. Lakovitch.
There are many reasons
Why a cafeteria cannot be built in
the building as it stands.
"If we put a proper
kitchen [the former proposed
cafeteria area), we would not
have the proper eating space. In
addition to students we have 600
to 800 faculty and staff {at Nova
College," said Or. Lakovitch.
In conjunction. with this,
a book. store has been approved
for the· west side of the Rosenthal
Student Center.
Both Rob Armstrong and
Tammy Jones have both taken
polls on the number of people
who use their kitchens and what
they actually produce in those
kitchens.
"It's not very nutritional
for the most part. These
buildings were designed for
graduate students and their
families. The composition, the
profile of our residential
students has changed from no
undergraduates to mostly
undergraduates, fewer graduate,
continu~d on PlJ. 13
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AlcazaJ>a, Hyatt Regency Coral Gables, 50
Alhambra Plaza, Coral Gables, 441-1902
Attractions, 320 Crandon Blvd., Key Bis-
cayne, 361-7557
Backscratch, 427 Jefferson Ave., Miami
Beach,672-0068
Bali Hai Lounge in the Singapore Hotel,
9601 Collins Ave., Bal Harbour, 865-9931
Banana's, 2711 S. Ocean Dr., Hollywood,
922-8200
Barracuda Beach Club, 634 Collins Ave.,
Miami Beach, 538~2500
fJig Daddy's Lounge, 15191 S. Dixie High-
way, Miami 235-0121
Biltmore Lounge, 1200 Anastasia Ave.. Coral
Gables, 445-1926
Blue Midnight Pub, 352 i W. Browaid Blvd.,
Fort Lauderdale, 791-5636
Breakers Hotel, 909 Breakers Ave., Fort
Lauderdale, 566-8800
Button South, 100 Ansin Blvd., Hallandale,
454-0001
Cafe des Arts, 918 Ocean Drive, Miami
Beach,534-6267
Cafe Estournel. 18831 Biscayne Blvd., North
Miami Beach, 933-2233
Cameo Theatre, 1445 Washington Ave.,
Miami Beach, 532-0922
Candy Store, I N. Atlantic Blvd., Fort Lau-
derdale, 761-1888
Cameo Theatre, 1445 Washington Ave.,
Miami Beach, 532-0922
Casanovas, 740 E 9th St., Hialeah, 883-8706
Charcoals, Kendall Drive at I I7th Ave,
Miami, 271-2220
Charcoals II, 15532 NW 77th Ct., Miami
Lakes, 362-6060
Charcoals III, U.S. 441 at Sample Road,
Coral Springs, 974-3832
Cheers, 5922 S. Dixie Highway, Miami, 667-
4753
c
[i]
Chevy's on the Beach, 8701 Collins Ave.,
Miami Beach, 868-1950
Christine Lee's Gaslight, 18401 Collins Ave.,
Miami Beach, 538-6631
City Limits, 2520 S. Miami Rd., Fort Lauder-
dale, 524-7827
Club Beirut, 21 st Street at the beach, Miami
~each, 538-6631
Dub Casablanca in the CoconutGrove Hotel,
2649 S. Bayshore Dr., Miami, 858-5005
Club Manhattan, 6600 Red Rd., South
Miami,666-1375
Club Milord, 1060 N.E. 79th St., Miami,
754-6683
Club Mystique, 5101 Blue Lagoon Dr.,
Miami,262-1000
Club Nu, 245 22nd St., Miami Beach, 672-
0068
Club Oz, 19995 Dixie Highway, Miami,
238-3700
Coco Loco Club, Sheraton Brickell Point,
Miami, 495 Brickell Ave., 373-6000
Confetti. 2660 E. Commercial Blvd., Fort
Lauderdale, 776-4081
Crawdaddy's, I Washington Ave., Miami
Beach,673-1708
Daphne's in the Sheraton RivC'r !-!0u~e, 3900
N.W. 21st St., Miami, 871-3800
Dtco's,1235WashingtonAve.,Miami Beach,
531-!235
Delaney Street. 7353 Miami Lakes Dr.,
Miami, 823-7555
Durty Harry's, 845 S. I'ederal Highway,
Deerfield Be::ch, 426-8748
Eclipse. 1969 71st St., 861-0965
Escapades in the Embassy Suites Hotel, 3'17<1
N.W. S. River Drive, Miami, 634-5000
Facade, 3509 N.E. 163rd St., N. Miami
Beach, 948-6868
Felix 2+1, 12901 N.W. 27th Ave, Miami,
687-9176
WE"~WANT
TQ'JAKE
JOU';.GHER.
When you walk in to take your graduate level exam, you want to be anned and
dangerous. Let College Bound give you all the anuno you need. Our preparation
dasses can raise your score as much as 30% or more. And that's just one part
of our complete program. We also offer Grad School Counseling-a service that
helps you target and win entrance to the right grad school for you.
Oc6t'ti~~~tiJn
BOCA RATO\ 40i-i50-064~ KE\DALL :lO;"j-2.'j:J-12:J2
CORAL SI'RI\GS :J05-i;i:l-~166 PLA\TATIO\ 30ii-5S7-~11O
lITHER LOCATlO\S: I-SOO-2-TEST-III
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NEEDS YOU
TO HELP US PLAN
THE BIGGEST
DANCE OF THE YEAR
•
II
"
JAN. 7TH 7:90
.
;,
-''::;'''.<'':,
oW
DB ....
n.t.M-.."'...
C116we-tl .....
,....,.....
(3IS) $24.'712'7
-----...---
'rlday:
Enter the "Best in the City" Contest
& win $10.000 in cash & prizes.
Call the City Limits Concert Line
Saturday: Due. P~tr . . . aty U ..
Sunday: PrOQJ''''''' 1Il~t. Dru'k.•C::II;" Keep lLa te Ibe
S1.25 Dreft•• Li.,. tllI.i.e .,.Lit .....
.f1onday: . Bock 111011 lfoll4.y.- Ltw Con:.rt 7NiJI* "-
Tuesday. DoaJ)l. 5h:»t TUNda.,.- "City Limit. B.n4"1ttd $1.00 Sbot..
d d LacSi•• Night- Ladi•• 21+ Up B.c.t.,. Comphm.ntaryWe nes ay:. .
~4mS••soa altd Cocktail. From 9Ptf. to lUI!. BALLOON DROP'
Th d Colt... »t~t- 1/2 Pric. o\4minton With Coll.",. I J)urs ay: ' •
aM "Tbt City Limit. J'M..
LacSi•• Ni~t- LalSt•• 21 + Up IWc.i". Com.p1i.m.ntary~ 1)
A4miJlioa. Cotc:ktai18. + Rn... lroftl 9P.lt to 12A.1'I .."" (
Nov. 11 "Motor" live in Concert ~
No". 12 "Autodrive" Live in Contert
NoY. 17 -SNAp· Live in Concert
Nov. 18 "Le C~up" Great Re9CJae Live in Concert
Nov. 19 "ACCident Angel" & "T he Daljbreakers"
Uve 1n Concert
Nov. 25 "Theatre & Wall II Wall" Live in Concert
Nov. 26 "Shane" in concert with "Napoleon Solo"
ROSENTHAL,
~-------~
We~
••• 1
370-0784
Formerly
SHOWTIME PIZZA
Now -.
Prices Subject To Change Without Notice
WE
DELIVER
Ana
Subs
Salads
Pasta
Dishes
Frozen
Yogurt
Beer
Desserts
Save With These CoUpOns FREE DELIVERY1-------------...-------------, IIStudent Special I TWO for ONE I I
I X-Large 16" Cheese PIzza I 2- 10" Small Pizzas I! Only$6.00+fu \ wIt Thppingeach i
I Toppinp only $1.25 I Only$7.95 +Tax I
I Valid with coupon only I Valid with c:oupoIl only I
I I Exp. IMW90 I
IIILm. IiU 10 p.m. Bxp.IOOMO I Ml1 itaDs go, c:ovas bocb pizza I~------------_._-----------~
Delivering With Pride - 7 Days A Week
"FAMILY OWNED AND OPERATED SINCE 1987"
DElJYERYHOUBS TAKE..QUT
Mon.-Thur. 11 am-10 pm 2853 S. University Dr.
Fri. & Sat. 11 am-11 pm Davie, FL 33328
Sunday 2 pm-10 pm
(In Limited Areas· $7.00 Minimum)
il
ii
"
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Undergraduate
Psychology Conference
See you there.
Bring Your Talent.
Doua Playhouse
Jain the theatre.
Act or Work the Crew.
Meeting Wed. Jan. 9
Nova Dorms Rm 105 A
Time: 4:00 pm
I
N
G
U N
N
N
A
Saturday, February 16, 1991
Events:
*Poster Sessions *Luncheon
For DloreinforDlation
callSingleton at
452-!J863
*Interest Groups *Guest Speakers
Dr_ Monl co Dowll ng
Fomny Center
Nova University on
Child and School
Psychology
Dr. Earl Patterson
Nova College
Nova Unl versl ty on
Community Psychology
. and SUbstance Abuse
Dr. steven Gold
School of Psychology
Nova University on
Clinical Psychology
for more information contact:
Nicola Schutte
Undergraduate Psychology Conf.
Behaviorial Sciences
Nova College I 3301 College Ave.
Parker Rm. 244
ft. Lauderdale I flo 33314
(305) 475-7515
We need you!!!
The Nova Knight is
seeking reporters!
If you or anyone you
know is interested in
these freelance
positions give us a call
at 424-5767, or
424-5670! !
Remember college is
as memorable and
fun as you make it so. .
GET INVOLVED!!!
Weight Room Hours
Monday-Friday 6p.m.-10p.m
Saturday-Sunday 5p.m.-10p.
POOL HourS
Monday-Friday 4p.m.-8p.m.
Saturday-Sunday 10a.m.-5p.
583-6028C OMPlrrERC EN-rERof 'Davie
37411 SW 64th Iweftte • DavIe, fl 33317
Take 1-595 to Davie Rd.
South One Mile
East Side of Davie Rd.
Across from BeC/Nova Campus
serving the
Dade, Broward
and Palm Beach
area
Fax your order to us at 583-6476
Home Computers
Business Computers
Full Repair Facilities
Training
Field Service
Microsoft Educat10nal
Authorized Reseller
Complete Student
Systems Available
We Offer
Educatlonal D~coun~
Custom Designed
Computer Systems
Paper, Printer Ribbons,
and other Consumables
3.5' and 5.25' Diskettes
Printers
Tape Drives
Software
Modems
Cables and
Accessories
We Carry Shareware! Only $1 each disk!
~,J------
fte~hj_ hgR9
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Dr. Roger 1,·Abrams.. " ... -,
Tonya Simmons
Stacey Rutledge
Those students interested in
becoming a member should be
aware that membership is by
invitation, and that the criteria
for membership vary
depending on your major.
Contact Nancy K. Sanguigni at
921-9795 or check out the
Alpha Chi bulletin board,
Parker building, second floor,
near room 209.
The reception was attended by
more than fifty people, some of
whom expressed delight and the
hope of future receptions of
such quality. The most
delighted attendee had to be
Tonya Simmons, scholarship
recipient, who won the
drawing for the fifty dollar
certificate for books from Nova
Books, at the end of the
reception.
Dr. Philip H. DeTurk
Sandra Watson
Scholarship 'recipients were
encouraged to' write letters to
the college expressing how
scholarship funds through the
University have helped them in
pursuit of their college
education so that programs of
this type will continue and
benefit future students.
"?M, We4fr,t; ""~ ••••1'~-"
Jill Letgers
Nancy K. Sanguigni
Dr. Abraham S. Fischler
By Kimberly R. Larkins and
Elizabeth Remponeau
The Scholarship Reception
was sponsored by the Nova
. College chapter of Alpha Chi.
The program was one hour,
featuring Dr. Roger I. Abrams,
Dean of Nova University's
Shepard Broad Law Center, as
the speaker; with Dr. Phil
DeTurk, Dean of Nova College,
and Dr. Abraham Fischler,
President of Nova University
delivering welcoming and
closing remarks, respectively.
The Scholarship Reception is
an annual event honoring
scholarship recipients of Nova
College. Therefore, it is quite
appropriate that Alpha Chi
should play host to such an
event. Alpha Chi is a national
co-educational honor society,
that promotes academic
excellence and exemplary
character among students.
Nancy K. Sanguigni, Director
of Admissions at the Law Center
and the President of Alpha Chi,
welcomed everyone and then
introduced Dr. DeTurk for the
welcoming address. De Turk
explained the costs and benefits
of having a budget line item
that reads $300,000 and
labeling this annual expense,
scholarship funds. He
emphasized that the recipients
in the room were wonderful
people; active contributors
that would insure the
continuity of the scholarship
program, here at Nova.
Dr. Abrams, then commanded
. our attention with the words,
"You are very fortunate to be
attending this University.". He
continued along this line by
praising the uniqueness of Nova
University and stating that,
"The heart of Nova is a group of
men and women, the
professors. We have a
responsibility to you.".
Abrams ended his speech with
an outline of guideposts for the
student: go through your
undergraduate education with
an open mind; develop good
working habits (this will mean
the difference between success
and failure); and be satisfied
with nothing less than
excellence from yourself.
. Following the awarding of
. certificates, delivered by Dr.
DeTurk -with a handshake and
smile to each recipient, Dr.
Fischler addressed the group in
his closing remarks.
Fischler pointed out that
independent universities have a
need to be representative of
our culture, our society; that
it is necessary to have a cross-
section of society to do this. He
emphasized that Nova
University needs to insure an
opportunity for all students to
attend college and therefore to
develop and to become
learners-people who will
"continue to learn in order to
be effective in a changing
society".I
l
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ATTENTION STUDENTS & STAFf
JUST SHOW YOUR NOVA lD. FOR ALL
THESE GREAT VALUES ~ ~ !
~, ~~~~ ~~~c"a,-S'1 18 4400 SOUTH UNIVERSITY DR. 7/ ·,&hI1l9Ch
nt"\1\9 Is as ",. ~d.L..... .--ar-8roll
"E"e~~ OFFER GOOD 7 DAYS A WEEK AT THE DAYlE STORE. L1HITED T1HE DMLY. IBn 8(1"
11- NO SUBSTITUTIONS# PRICE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTifiCATION 11811
ChJar-Hu~ Releases it's all new money savin~ combo menu
Excl\lsively for S~uden~s & S1iaff
I. ,.he Jr. YOllr price 1.84
our regular hamburger. french fries and large bever8ge of your choice
(regular price $3.23 savings .68
"c .... --
I. ,.he Sr. Yallr Price 13.18
our delicious charburger. french fries. and large beverage of your choice
(regular price $4.33 savings .74
3. ,.he Fawl Yallr Price 14.19
our char-broi led chicken sandwich. fries. and large beverage of your choice
(regular price $15.08 sa'lings .88
4]D 1ffirB~ oon~~ llmm~~
our char-buster.french fries. and large beverage of your
of your choice (regular price $5.87 savings .98
.
I
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ROOM
5-7:00PM TBA
DAY TIME
3 D1 PREPARATION FOR FIELD STUDY M
SEC COURSE TITLE
NOVA COLLEGE FIELD STUDY IN MEXICO
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION OR ASSISTANCE, PLEASE CALL OR CONTACT
DR. BARBARA BRODMAN, PARKER 352, (305) 475-7001
** SPECIAL NOTICE**
~IJINJ$;INI©J$;l $;Fw a® $;Wb\~[.$;IIDIl~
LAC 485
COURSE
NAME
THIS COURSE WAS OMITTED FROM THE WINTER 1991 SCHEDULE OF
CLASSES, BUT IS A REQUIRED PRE-REQUISITE FOR THE FIELD STUDY.
ALL STUDENTS WHO INTEND TO PARTICIPATE IN THIS YEAR'S
FIELD STUDY PROGRAM IN MEXICO MUST PRE-ENROLL IN
LAC 485: PREPARATION FOR FIELD STUDY, A SERIES OF
SIX-WEEKLY 1-2 HOUR SEMINARS BEGINNING IN MARCH.
~
9
I
~
~~INI 'U'[}i]rE ~®®©.®. tr~JlE tl~36\©tUJ6\ifrg WIf(J@ ©~!MJ@INI®'U'OOb\'U'~®
. ~lNIif~OOINlb\'U'~@INIb\l ©@[j\JJ~rE'U'rElNI©rg W~~~ IHIb\W~ b\
IPOO@~rE®®a@INI6\[' rElD®rE. @1E'iJ 'U'1Jil6\if ~@®~ b\1NI@ IHIb\W~ 'U'IXJ~
-:J..J'~
'U'~!MJ~ @~ W@lVJ~ l~~rE.If you are interested in the
Field Study and would like to be
notified of future events,
please drop off or send your
name, phone number, and the
program you're interested in to
Dr. Barbara Brodman.
Nova College will be
expanding its FIELD STUDY
PROGRAM IN MEXICO for
1991. The program will still
provide everything it did in the
past: thousands of miles of
travel through Mexico, Belize
and Guatemala, intensive
language study, residence with
Mexican families, and the
adventure of your life. Now the
program has been expanded to
include a three credit hour
Preparation for Field
Study course in March (LAC
485). Because the program
has been expanded, you will
have to' make your decision
earlier this year.
If you do not enroll in LAC
485 (the "prep" class) in
March, you will not be able to
go. Minimum and maximum
enrollment limits will be
strictly adhered to this year;
so, if you want to go, encourage
your friends to come too . . .
but don't wait too long.
The Field Study is fully
applicable toward the
Certificate in Latin American
& Caribbean Studies and, in
many cases, toward your
major.
, P8glo 12 'I'JM? lfDn. 'IIrigM;
Croll-Couat.", Does Well.
Goalkeepjng Shutouts Goals Against AlJ.,A,* Minutes
Phil Salvagio 5.5 21 1.58 1195
Alex Pizzaro 1.5 1 .58 155
Rohan Jackson 1.0 0 .00 90
Opponents 2.0 49 2.998 1440
MEN'S SOCCER TEAM
1990 REGULAR SEASON STATISTICS
tiIm ~ ~ Assists ~ Minutes
Alex Acosta 13 1 7 9 1425
Alfred Avila 18 2 2 6 1245
Paul Bennett 5 0 1 1 1280
Marcello Braghetta 4 0 1 1 1105
Robert Elmstedt 6 0 1 1 775
Kevin Folmar 18 5 3 13 610
Mike Kraus 20 7 6 20 1200
Victor Lehoczky 47 8 5 21 1345
Michael Manning 27 5 7 17 1275
Alex Pizzaro 1 0 0 0 165
Manny Roland 41 13 2 28 1125
Cory Sheffield 39 7 4 18 1400
Jonas Westher 4 1 3 5 1335
Others 2 0 0 0 130
Totals 264 49 42 140 1440
For the first time in recent
history, the Nova University
Men's Cross Country team
competed as a complete unit at
the State Championships held
October 19th at the University of
South Florida.
The women's team also
competed but were short of two
athletes to be considered a team,
but each runner had a
spectacular performance.
Performing extremely well
against a strong field of
. competitors, the men's team only
disappointment came when they
were told that they finished one
point behind the victors, Stetson
University. The close finish
showed that the team performed
very well.
Harry MCCumber, this year's
feam captain, had an outstanding
race. Improving his time by
three minutes over last years 35
minutes in the five mile run, it
was hard to tell if he was
competing against the opposition
or his fellow teammate Steven
Vasquez. Vasquez, who was last
season's team leader, finished
closely behind Harry in a· very
competitive race.
In third for Nova was Daniel
Heeren, who ran with an injured
leg. Carlos Lopez, who ran the
race in 38 minutes, overcame a
knee injury to improve his
position on the team and to run
the best race of the season. At
the offset of the season, his time
for the five minute mile was
around 46 minutes, a difference
of about 8 minutes.
Continuing the good
performance, senior Harry Stone
also imprOVed his time by five
minutes, also running his best
for the season. Graduating this
year, he will be missed.
Erica Van Der Vlist, Claudia
Lopez, and Linda Behar all
performed well individually for
their first State Championship.
Opponents 131 22 14 58 1140
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2-3
1 - 0
0-3
1 - 0
0-1
6-0
6-0
3-2
3-2
7-0
1 - 5
1 - 3
4-0
6-0
4-0
5-3
GENERAL a: COSIIETIC DENTISTRY
BACK TO SCHOOL
SPECIAL!
Bradley &Robin Birns, D.D.S. ~~
GENERAL &COSMETIC ~:~>J
DENTISTRY
~!il···s:12~i~~~~~~~:~
F.I.U.
Berry, GA
High Point, N.C.
Flagler College
U.C.F.
Embry-Riddle
Savannah College
FAU.
Viterbo, WI
Palm Beach Atlantic
Barry University
College of Boca Raton
Huntingdon, AI
Warner Southern
Eckerd College
Florida Southern
''Your Family's Dental
Health Is Our
Greatest Concern
Quality Dental Care at Affordable Prkesl
All 5ervices provided IncludJng:Bonding.
Porcelain Veneers, Root canals, Tooth
Whitening and Periodontal Procedures.
Ask about ourSENIOR CITIZENS DISCOUNT
[f@l[blL @©©(E?lS[Bl [Bll5@MlLJr@ j]@@@
*Average Goals Against
9/01/90
9/08/90
9/09/90
9/14/90
9/16/90
9/21/90
9/28/90
10/03/90
10/06/90
10/09/90
10/14/90
10/16/90
10/19/90
10/23/90
10/27/90
10/28/90
~ - - - - - -"I"- - -~- - -,
ISave an Extra 100/0 II on your dry cleaning I
with this flyerL__ £.ff~ ~p~e!.11.13~ __J
Business Shirts
Laundered
Onlv $1,25 Each
2611 South University Drive. DAVIE
In the Shoppes ofArrowhead Open 6 Days
474-3748 M~~~F;.:-7
Pickup and Delivery Available
Raincxlals, Jumpauill....... Suedes, FlK, Gowns, Sik
Ores.., 8lld P1eal8d Glmlents Slightly Monl.
Com.diaft Adam F.r.rra
Bg Christi ne Tapper
On Tuesday October 9,
1990 at 8:00 p.m., comedian
Adan Fererra performed at the
Rosenthal Student Center.
Bacchus members Melisa
Tebeau and Singleton Vasquez
provided refreshments by
serving Mocktails. Rob
Armstrong was the M.C.
Mr. Fererra talked about
a variety of things including the
puzzle of why people look into
tisues after blowing their noses.
He poked fun at the spotlight
operator, complaining that the
bright light was in his face at all
times. He even made conversation
with members of the audience.
A great amount of Nova
students attended the
performance and Adam Fererra
was receiVed pretty well.
... related photos on pg. 15
Comic Brings Fresh
Humor to Campus
Alterations
I
• Pants $2.50 • Jeans $2.50 • Basic Skirts .$~.99
• Jackets 2.50 • Plain Dresses 4.00 • Sport Shirts 1.99
• Sweaters 2.50 • Plain Slacks 2.50 • Shorts 1.99
.......................... • Blouses 1.99
~~,~_The Dry CI.~ eaner
I-
I
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something to watch during my
leisurely stroll down fashion
central. They even go so far as
to have a 16 screen multi-
celled TV that let me see
clearly what Sawgrass had to
offer me. Finally I saw a way to
escape the advertisements from
hell, a store called the Toy
Liquidator.
This place is a child's dream
and a parent's nightmare. With
everything so reasonably
priced, it is easy to watch the
expenses pile up. Of course,
you can just pick up one of
their "Grab Bags" for 99 cents
and get miscellaneous trinkets
to clutter even the most
discriminating floors.
On my way out of the Toy
Liquidator, I felt like a blood
cell, getting swept back into
the artery along with all the
other shoppers. I knew it was
time to make a break for it. I
pushed and shoved my way
through the other cells and ran
out of the "Blue Dolphin
Entrance" towards my car. By
this time, I wanted to find the
guy who made that recording
and strangle him.
In closing, I just want to
point out that Sawgrass Mills,
as a mall, is fantastic. It has
stores carrying practically
anything you may think to buy,
from the Guess clothing store
to 'Everything's $1.00'; and all
at competitive prices. If only I
could just drop a neutron bomb
on the place and clear it out
before I went, there would be
no problem. Until then, I doubt
I'll return to the largest
outlet mall in the world.
Although, I did want that
stick-on-your-windshield Ed
Grimley doll back at the Toy
Liquidator....
By: 1. Margo
ShoppingD1adeSevere
A Review of Sawgrass Mills
By Jox
Have you grown tired of
puny hundred-store malls?
Has getting a gift become
virtually effortless? Do you
miss clawing and pushing
through masses for a bargain?
Well then, have I got a place
for you...
At Sawgrass Mills, the
world's largest outlet mall,
they give capitalism a new
name and make Wall Street
investors look like pansies.
The mall is approximately
the size of the" World Trade
Center lying on its side. I felt
like I was in Disneyworld when
I walked through the doors to
shopping paradise. A droning
recorded voice reminded me
time and time again that I was
entering through RThe Blue
Dolphin entrance...R and even
repeated it in Spanish in case I
felt bilingually daring.
I saw how many people
there were and quickly jumped
into the Spec's music store
close to the entrance. This is a
music store beyond compare,
carrying virtually everything
I could think of. If I only had
enough money to buy
something. After realizing I
couldn't afford anything there,
I returned to the main mall.
One memory that stands out
in my mind about Sawgrass
Mills is the 'cattle' feeling that
one gets on the way to a store.
I, along with a few thousand
other adventurous people i just
trudged along, elbow to (ilbow
down an seemingly endless
walkway of stores.
Another feature that I found
interesting about Sawgrass
Mills was the constant barrage
of advertisements piped
through little TV's that gave me
"During orientation
parents were disappointed,
where is the cafeteria? So it's
not just the students who are'
pushing to have a cafeteria it is
also the parents,R he added.
Ovid Lewis, Vice
President of Nova University, is
exploring financial alternatives.
John Santulli, Director of
Business Operations, is working
with the architects for drawings.
The problem is the actual
construction.
"We need it now whether
the law school and the new dorms
were coming or not, we needed a
cafeteria. I think that if you get
a sense of that, trying to
accelerate something that is
going to happen already, said Dr.
Lakovitch.
RA former student of mine
came on campus a few weeks ago
and she couldn't believe what had
happened on this campus a
student center, radio station, a
newspaper.
RThings are happening
it's just we are all a little
impatient because students want
to see them happen in their
academic lifetime. I want to see
them happen, but there are
always certain constraints.R
If the window in January
is missed, Dr. Lakovitch expects
a lag [ ill construction].
RWe are not, not putting a
cafeteria down there because we
don't want one but rather because
we have space constraints under
the present configuration. We
are fully committed to building a
cafeteria, we have been working
with Tammy [Jones] Ken Dose,
and DECA (food service who
came up with the meal plans)."
RFive years ago we
couldn't get students to live on
campus and participate in a meal
plan, but now they are
petitioning for it. There are
cycles in the student population.
Students are participating more
and more and that means the
there is a demand for the
University to provide more
activities," concluded Dr.
Lakovitch.
Editor's note: Ed.. Pattison,
Director of Physical Plant told
Student Government Association
that the architects are at the
final drawing stage and is hope
for construction to begin in May
1991.
-~ fJ'UJ!jut,
Dr. Lakovitch's recent
argument to accelerate the
building was that he believes that
all three of these operations, a
new dormitory, a new law
school, a new food service, and a
book store all at the same time,
in the same year, will [cause
much] chaos.
RWe met last week with
Vice President Lewis, John
Santulli, and Ken [Dose] to see if
it has to happen and it does. Why
can't it happen in 1991 so we
will have food and work some of
the kinks out of it before the new
students come?R
The recent experiment of
offering an 'a la carte in the
Sanken bUilding failed.
The location was not good
and it's expensive, not that the
individual price was expensive,
but a food plan would be
unlimited seconds; that's a great
deal,R said Brad Williams,
Director of Student Life.
RParents want it that
way; parents are pretty savvy,
they may give their children
$100 for food, and by the end of
the week it's gone. It's spent on
so many other things. Parents
want to know that whatever else
happens, their children will be
getting three square meals a day,
emphasized Dr. Lakovitch.
continueod from pg. 6
and almost no families. We have
to take recognition of that, and in
1992 we will have students
living in rooms with absolutely
no way to get food.R
RSecondly, in the fall of 1992
the law school will move on
campus 700 and plus students
and about 150 faculty and staff,R
emphasized Dr. Lakovitch.
Dr. Joeo Lakovitch ..
Yice-Preosideont
of Academic
and Studeont Seorviceos
ToP Ten Ust #4.
Top Ten excuses that financiol aid gives when asked:
-Where i s-my check?-
10) -You dropped below 21 credit hours lost semester.-
9) -We wonted to see just how mony of your credi tors we coul d
get reolly ticked off.-
B) -Do you like our new intercom system?-
7) We"re too bUSy giving out $2000 scholarships thot don"t
exist. -
6) -No hoblo Ingles.-
5) -Becouse...because of the wonderful thi ngs he does...-
4) -It ended up on the wrong plone. It·s ot our Atlonto hub.-
3) -The dog ote it.-
2) -Money doesn·t grow on trees .. ya know?-
ond the number one excuse for Why your check isn't in yet:
1) -We put it 011 on Slewball in the 5th ot Aquoduc1. You'll hove
to woit for the results.-
We need you!!!
The Nova Knight is
seeking reporters,!
If you or anyone you
know is interested in
these freelance
positions give us a call
at 424-5767, or
424-5670! !
Remember college is
as memorable and
fun as you make it so. .
GET INVOLVED!!!
·~12 'I'M .... higld;
Cross-Cou.try Does Well.
Alex Acosta 13 1 7 9 1425
Alfred Avila 18 2 2 6 1245
Paul Bennett 5 0 1 1 1280
Marcello Braghetta 4 0 1 1 11 05
Robert Elmstedt 6 0 1 1 775
Kevin Folmar 18 5 3 13 610
Mike Kraus 2 0 7 6 2 0 1200
Victor Lehoczky 47 8 5 21 1345
Michael Manning 27 5 7 17 1275
Alex Pizzaro 1 0 0 0 165
Manny Roland 4 1 1 3 2 2 8 11 25
Cory Sheffield 39 7 4 18 1400
Jonas Westher 4 1 3 5 1335
Others 2 0 0 0 130
Totals 264 49 42 140 1440
MEN'S SOCCER TEAM
1990 REGULAR SEASON STATISTICS
Sba1a G.oa§ Assists fW.D1a Minutes
Shutouts Goals Against A.aA* Minutes
1140
1195
155
90
1440
58
1.58
.58
.00
2.998
14
21
1
o
49
131 22
5.5
1.5
1.0
2.0
Phil Salvagio
Alex Pizzaro
Rohan Jackson
Opponents
Goalkeeping
Opponents
IBmcompeting against the opposition
or his fellow teammate Steven
Vasquez. Vasquez, who was last
season's team leader, finished
closely behind Harry in a· very
competitive race.
In third for Nova was Daniel
Heeren, who ran with an injured
leg. Carlos lopez, who ran the
race in 38 minutes, overcame a
knee injury to improve his
position on the team and to run
the best race of the season. At
the offset of the season, his time
for the five minute mile was
around 46 minutes, a difference
of about 8 minutes.
Continuing the good
performance, senior Harry Stone
also improved his time by five
minutes, also running his best
for the season. Graduating this
year, he will be missed.
Erica Van Der Vlist, Claudia
Lopez, and Linda Behar all
performed well individually for
their first State Championship.
For the first time in recent
history, the Nova University
Men's Cross Country team
competed as a complete unit at
the State Championships held
October 19th at the University of
South' Florida.
The women's team also
competed but were short of two
athletes to be considered a team,
but each runner had a
spectacular performance.
Performing extremely well
against a strong field of
, competitors, the men's team only
disappointment came when they
were told that they finished one
point behind the victors, Stetson
University. The close finish
showed that the team performed
very well.
Harry MCCumber, this year's
feam captain, had an outstanding
race. Improving his time by
three minutes over last years 35
minutes in the five mile run, it
was hard to tell if he was
\.
\.
L
W
L
W
L
W
W
W
W
W
L
L
W
W
W
W
2-3
1 - 0
0-3
1 - 0
0-1
6-0
6-0
3-2
3-2
7-0
1 - 5
1 - 3
4-0
6-0
4-0
5-3
GENERAL a: COSMETIC DEtmS1RY
BACK TO SCHOOL
SPECIAL!
'Your Family's Dental
Health Is Our
Greatest Concern
Ouallty Dental Care at Affordable Prices!
""~ All 5ervices provided ncludlng:Bondlng.
Porcelain Veneers, Root canals, Tooth
Whitening and Periodontal Procedures.
Ask about ourSENIOR CITIZENS DISCOUNT
Bradley &Robin Sirns, D.D.S. Iii,
GENERAL &COSMETIC ,;W
DENTISTRY
.... ··512rS.W:90thAv(K;,(!ooperc:itYI
11 .• T~I!We~tQ~Qn!v~l)r~~~~}·<
!Il~.-~.-
F.I.U.
Berry, GA
High Point, N.C.
Flagler College
U.C.F.
Embry-Riddle
Savannah College
F.A.U.
Viterbo, WI
Palm Beach Atlantic
Barry University
College of Boca Raton
Huntingdon, AI
Warner Southern
Eckerd College
Florida Southern
[f$\[lJL ®©©©~lB1 ®~@llJJOa],@ ~®®©
9/01/90
9/08/90
9/09/90
9/14/90
9/16/90
9/21/90
9/28/90
10/03/90
10/06/90
1% 9/90
10/14/90
10/16/90
10/19/90
10/23/90
10/27/90
10/28/90
*Average Goals Against
Comedian Adam Fererra
~----_.."Jtt'--_.._--,
I Save an Extra 100/0 I
: on your dry cleaning :
with this flyerl __ £.ff~ ~~e!.11.13~ __J
Raincxlats. Jum~lI. 1.8lIlher. Suedes. F~. Gowns. Sik
Dnts18' .m Plealed Garments Slighlly Mont,
2611 South University Drive. DAVIE
In the Shoppes ofArrowhead Open 6 Days
474.3748 M~~F;_:-7
Pickup and Delivery Available
Alterations
I
• Pants $2.50 • Jeans $2.50 • Basic Skirts .$~ .99
• Jackets 2.50 • Plain Dresses 4.00 • Sport Shirts 1.99
• Sweaters 2.50 • Plain Slacks 2.50 • Shorts 1.99
.......................... • Blouses 1.99
Comic Brings Fresh
Humor to Campus
By Christi ne Tapper
On Tuesday October 9,
1990 at 8:00 p.m., comedian
Adan Fererra performed at the
Rosenthal Student Center.
Bacchus members Melisa
Tebeau and Singleton Vasquez
provided refreshments by
serving Mocktails. Rob
Armstrong was the M.C.
Mr. Fererra talked about
a variety of things including the
puzzle of why people look into
tisues after blowing their noses.
He poked fun at the spotlight
operator, complaining that the
bright light was in his face at all
times. He even made conversation
with members of the audience.
A great amount of Nova
students attended the
performance and Adam Fererra
was receiVed pretty well.
Me related photo. on pg. 15
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'P'UJ.jea Shopping.madeSevereA Review of Sawgrass Mills
By Jox
continued from pg. 6
and almost no families. We have
to take recognition of that, and in
1992 we will have students
living in rooms with absolutely
no way to get food:
"Secondly, in the fall of 1992
the law school will move on
campus 700 and plus students
and about 150 faculty and staff,"
emphasized Dr. Lakovitch.
Dr. Joe Lakovitch ~
Vice-President
of Academic
and Student Services
Dr. Lakovitch's recent
argument to accelerate the
building was that he believes that
all three of these operations, a
new dormitory, a new law
school, a new food service, and a
book store all at the same time,
in the same year, will [cause
much] chaos.
"We met last week with
Vice President Lewis, John
Santulli, and Ken [Dose] to see if
it has to happen and it does. Why
can't it happen in 1991 so we
will have food and work some of
the kinks out of it before the new
students come?"
The recent experiment of
offering an .a la carte in the
Sanken building failed.
The location was not good
and it's expensive, not that the
individual price was expensive,
but a food plan would be
unlimited seconds; that's a great
deal," said Brad Williams,
Director of Student Life.
"Parents want it that
way; parents are pretty savvy,
they may give their children
$100 for food, and by the end of
the week it's gone. It's spent on
so many other things. Parents
want to know that whatever else
happens, their children will be
getting three square meals a day,
emphasized Dr. Lakovitch.
"During orientation
parents were disappointed,
where is the cafeteria? So it's
not just the students who are'
pushing to have a cafeteria it is
also the parents," he added.
Ovid Lewis, Vice
President of Nova University, is
exploring financial alternatives.
John Santulli, Director of
Business Operations, is working
with the architects for drawings.
The problem is the actual
construction.
"We need it now whether
the law school and the new dorms
were coming or not, we needed a
cafeteria. I think that if you get
a sense of that, trying to
accelerate something that is
going to happen already, said Dr.
Lakovitch.
"A former student of mine
came on campus a few weeks ago
and she couldn't believe what had
happened on this campus a
student center, radio station, a
newspaper.
"Things are happening
it's just we are all a little
impatient because students want
to see them happen in their
academic lifetime. I want to see
them happen, but there are
always certain constraints."
If the window in January
is missed, Dr. Lakovitch expects
a lag [ ill construction].
"We are not, not putting a
cafeteria down there because we
don't want one but rather because
we have space constraints under
the present configuration. We
are fully committed to building a
cafeteria, we have been working
with Tammy [Jones] Ken Dose,
and DECA (food service who
came up with the meal plans)."
"Five years ago we
couldn't get students to live on
campus and participate in a meal
plan, but now they are
petitioning for it. There are
cycles in the student population.
Students are participating more
and more and that means the
there is a demand for the
University to provide more
activities," concluded Dr.
Lakovitch.
Editor's note: Ed.. Pattison,
Director of Physical Plant told
Student Government Association
that the architects are at the
final drawing stage and is hope
for construction to begin in May
1991.
By: 1. Margo
Have you grown tired of
puny hundred-store malls?
Has getting a gift become
virtually effortless? Do you
miss clawing and pushing
through masses for a bargain?
Well then, have I got a place
for you...
At Sawgrass Mills, the
world's largest outlet mall,
they give capitalism a new
name and make Wall Street
investors look like pansies.
The mall is approximately
the size of the, World Trade
Center lying on its side. I felt
like I was in Disneyworld when
I walked through the doors to
shopping paradise. A droning
recorded voice reminded me
time and time again that I was
entering through "The Blue
Dolphin entrance..." and even
repeated it in Spanish in case I
felt bilingually daring.
I saw how many people
there were and quickly jumped
into the Spec's music store
close to the entrance. This is a
music store beyond compare,
carrying virtually everything
I could think of. If I only had
enough money to buy
something. After realizing I
couldn't afford anything there,
I returned to the main mall.
One memory that stands out
in my mind about Sawgrass
Mills is the 'cattle' feeling that
one gets on the way to a store.
I, along with a few thousand
other adventurous people i just
trudged along, elbow to ~Ibow
down an seemingly endless
walkway of stores.
Another feature that I found
interesting about Sawgrass
Mills was the constant barrage
of advertisements piped
through little TV's that gave me
something to watch during my
leisurely stroll down fashion
central. They even go so far as
to have a 16 screen multi-
celled TV that let me see
clearly what Sawgrass had to
offer me. Finally I saw a way to
escape the advertisements from
hell, a store called the Toy
Liquidator.
This place is a child's dream
and a parent's nightmare. With
everything so reasonably
priced, it is easy to watch the
expenses pile up. Of course,
you can just pick up one of
their "Grab Bags" for 99 cents
and get miscellaneous trinkets
to clutter even the most
discriminating floors.
On my way out of the Toy
Liquidator, I felt like a blood
cell, getting swept back into
the artery along with all the
other shoppers. I knew it was
time to make a break for it. I
pushed and shoved my way
through the other cells and ran
out of the "Blue Dolphin
Entrance" towards my car. By
this time, I wanted to find the
guy who made that recording
and strangle him.
In closing, I just want to
point out that Sawgrass Mills,
as a mall, is fantastic. It has
stores carrying practically
anything you may think to buy,
from the Guess clothing store
to 'Everything's $1.00'; and all
at competitive prices. If only I
could just drop a neutron bomb
on the place and clear it out
before I went, there would be
no problem. Until then, I doubt
I'll return to the largest
outlet mall in the world.
Although, I did want that
stick-on-your-windshield Ed
Grimley doll back at the Toy
Liquidator....
ToP Ten list #4.
Top Ten excuses thot finonciol oid gives when osked:
-Where is·my check?-
10) -You dropped below 21 credit hours lost semester.-
g) -We wonted to see just how mony of your creditors we could
get reolly ticked off.-
8) -Do you like our new intercom system?-
7) We"re too bUSy giving out $2000 scholorships thot don"t
exist.-
6) -No hoblo Ingles.-
5) -Becouse...becouse of the wonderful thi ngs he does... -
4) -It ended up on the wrong plone. It's ot our At1onto hub.-
3) -The dog ote it.-
2) -Money doesn·t grow on trees~ yo know?-
ond the number one excuse for why your check isn·t in yet:
1) -We put it 011 on Slewboll in the 5th ot Aquoduct. You'l1 hove
to woit for the results.-
We need you!!!
The Nova Knight is
seeking reporters,!
If you or anyone you
know is interested in
these freelance
positions give us a call
at 424-5767, or
424-5670! !
Remember college is
as memorable and
fun as you make it so. "
GET INVOLYEO!!! .~
. J ••. .......,
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• Tanning Salon
• Karate Instruction IJoe Hess
• Mens & Womens Nutrition and
• Personalized Weight Training
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$99.00 Per Ye" - Sunshine Membership
(Between 9 a.m. and 3 p.m.)
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. Why Not Make it Like a Pro!
"We Made the Choice", ... "James Pruitt M· . D h. ""
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We need you!!!
, The Nova Knight is
seeking reporters!
If you or anyone you
know is interested in
these freelance
positions give us a call
at 424-5767, or
424-5670! !
Remember college is
as memorable and
fun as you make it so. .
GEf INVOLVED!!!
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HRA of Broward to Establish Student Chaptel
Ms. Silverman went 01
say, "A Speakers Program
also established which brinl
professional from
community into the stu!
chapter meeting
discussions on subjects
will test the students! skill
handling different probl
that can arise in ever)
corporate life."
One definite advan
students receive by joining
Chapter is the opportunit
get to know people in
business community and
to build relationships
could help them with
careers after they graduatE
'certainly can't hurt to I
connections with some 01
"Workforce 2000" is~
management is dealing
today.
The Human Reso
Association of Broward Cc
is a professional organiZe
devoted to the developme
Human Resource professic
and serves as the Bro1
County Chapter to the nat
organization known as
Society for Human Rese
Management.
For further inform,
contact
Donna L. Silverman, M.S.,
Director of Personnel
Mass Mutual Life Ins. Coml
2101 N. Federal Highway
Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33305
(305) 563-1003
BY DEBRA HOROWITZ
RIGHT ASSOCIATES
Nova University is pleased
to announce the formation of
the College Student Chapter of
the Human Resource
Association of Broward County.
The Student Chapter is designed
to assist students with their
future career endeavors by
providing an opportunity for
them to meet professionals in
the Broward County area and
learn more about the complex
human relations challenges
facing corporate management
today.
Nova students will be
eligible for any of three
scholarships in the amount of
$500.00 each.
The Human Resource
Association of Broward County
is already affiliated with a
successful Student Chapter for
FAU (Florida Atlantic
University). "The FAU
Chapter has been quite active",
stated Donna L. Silverman,
M.S., PHR, Director of Human
Resources at Mass Mutual and
head of the Student Chapter
Liaison & Scholarship
Committee. "We have been
able to institute a Student
Shadowing Program which
allows students in Management
or Human Resources to spend a
few hours or a whole day
observing a professional at
work".
-
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Radio
Ths Bse/rie 530
I,-R
<Ii----~-....
Tune In An Receive Your
Daily Shock with:
The Electric 530am
Nova
Knight
Radio
Serving The Nova Community
, ,
, .- - .__. 'Broadcasting everyday
From 8:00am to Il-oOpm
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COMPAa DISC EXCHAttGE
ALL COMPACT
DISCS 7.95
--
Exchange $2.95 r-----------,I FREE II I
We pay up to $5.00 I CD - SINGLE II
WITH ad II I
. .:c 8273 W. Broward Blvd. ~~ O~\ L ___________ ..
Across the street from Fridays C~~
HOURS: Mon... Sat. 10-9370-6355 \>0 Frio ~ 10-8 Sunday 12 - 6
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By Kevin Hawkins
In his latest cinematic
foray, The Hot Spot, Dennis
Hopper has almost managed to
out-lynch the surrealist-
director David lynch. More than
just style, last I counted, there
were at least two direct
references to Blue Velvet in the
slick film noir feature. The film
is about twenty minutes too long,
thrilling to look at but just long
enough to make you check your
watch wondering when the movie
will end. However, Hopper's
promise of 'film noir like you've
never seen,' is delivered in a
manner that gave me an evil grin
while leaving the theatre.
Don Johnson plays Harry
Madox, a drifter who stops in
the nondescript town of landers.
He smokes, knows how to wear a
tie, and drives a cool car. There's
no reason for why Madox is
driving through Texas, but that
fits in well with the rest of the
film. Hardly anything needs a
reason to happen in The Hot Spot,
it just does.
Madox is a sharp dude. In
less than a day in the town, he's
not only got the boss' wife and
secretary hot for him. This role
was tailor made for Johnson--
Madox is sleazy, untrustworthy
and ultra-cool.
Madox falls swiftly
between the legs of Gloria
Harshaw (Virginia Madsen,) a
deadly adulteress. Hopper has
described Madsen's role as 'lana
Turner and Bette Davis in a
Waring blender.' With a nod to
Blue Velvet, Gloria holds a gun to
Madox's head as she performs
oral sex upon him. All the
tension of Blue Velvet is missing
though. This scene is comparably
comic to its twin with Kyle
Maclachlan and Isabella
RQ~sellini. Hopper waits until
Madox is also· .embroiled with
good-girl Gloria (who has a
Entertain:ment
secret,) before he lets the real
fireworks fly.
Gloria, the innocent
secretary Madox is seducing, is
being blackmailed by low-life
Sutton (Charles Martin Smith).
Sutton doesn't know how to pay
his bills any way other than
taking nude pictures of women in
compromising positions and
threatening to share them with
the rest of the town. Sutton's
blackmail of Gloria over some
weakly implied incest doesn't
seem to have near the strength it
should to hold the young woman
in terror for over a year. I
suppose Gloria is too much like
Dorothy from The Wizard of OZ
to call his hand. Knight-like,
Madox gets real mad about
Sutton's livelihood and spends a
few minutes kicking Sutton's
teeth in. This gallantry and
moral outrage from Madox is
silly coming after he has calmly
robbed the city's bank.
The movie get's twisted as
a pot-head's logic as the end
approaches. Despite its slow
build-up, the movie comes to a
quick boil as Madox's net of shady
events tightens in on him. The
end is, well - 'film noir like
you've never seen.' I couldn't tell
you that part; it would be unfair.
Ueli Steiger's
photography is breathtaking at
times, but Coca Cola billboards
keep getting in the way of action.
If anyone besides Coke inc. gets
noticed in this film, it should be
Virginia Madsen for her deadly
portrayal of the seductive black
widow Gloria Harshaw. The Hot
Spot may have a hard time
keeping a long-term audience. Its
mix of film noir and soft porn is
extreme, and may not interest
many in second viewings (a'ia
Batman.) See it with someone
you can relax with after the
movie.
Thumbs Upi
To Phi Alpha Delta, the
national legal fraternity on
campus, for working through its
problems and showing it by
holding a flower sale, bake sale,
and car wash within the time
frame of one month- very
upwardly mobile ... it's about
time.
Thumbs Upi
To the Nova Travel Agency.
Cleverly hidden on the second
floor of Rosenthal, this place is a
must for the student with travel
plans for Winter Break,
Thanksgiving, or any reason.
They are flexible,
knowledgeable, and all-around
helpful, something uncommon
for most Nova offices.
Thumbs Up:
To Jonathan Caputo,
resigning president of Phi Alpha
Delta, for leaving with dignity
and grace.
By: Jax
Rankings and Ratings
~~
Special to the Knight
Thumbs Up;
To Corey Taub for Winning
the first 90-91 Nova Pool
Tournament. The turnout was
great, with more than 15
competitors and I'm sure we're
all looking forward to the next
one.
Thumbs Down;
To Accounts Receivable,
who needs to hire more help or
adjust their idle speed to better
serve the students during those
'hectic' registration days.
SWEET TRANSVESTITE: Frank~N-Furter (Tim Curry) sings with
Magenta (Little Nell) and Riff Raft (Richard O'Brien).
The Rocky Hot t Q r 17th S1. may be more
Picture Show swings into entertaining. Great cast plays
its 15th risque year with its out the 'Rocky' and the
release on videotape. Tho' cinema serves food and
home viewings may be cozy, drinks to audience. Call 523-
a visit to the Cinema-n- 8840 for info. Don't forget
Drafthouse Theatre at 1455 SE your toilet paper!
BUrnS.spotHotIhe
Sg a.
$1.50 Drinks
I
lduwor's Happy Houri
EVERY Friday
3:30 pm 1115:00 pm
Stay and enjoy our fabulous FREE Buffet
starting at 5:00 pm!
Register
to.become··
. School Of The Week
WIN
a party for your staff!
• TeachelS
y
ladles Night
AI Male Revue men 01
"FOf ladIeS Onlv" FREE drilts.
ChOmPOOf'e aRosesl
Hot Legs conte"~.$37510 Cosh' prizes
Men get $I.~ Iud a Iud Ute
duIIng Itle conteItI
ILJngerie ShoW by • Star M
~1AI~omIL-
--....... foaIbaI
.......'OCWlngl
.....211c.... lOa
__r.ame game for
I...... IM daIIIt 1C0I8aiM end Gf 'he game'-'''-=--n. ~ TV'·~Ihow at HulI~iwl"u.a..tothe rodin'ielae"1DUDIIa ofR.P.I.
•~ weal' your favorite
bildJlitliiia4 yeb drink FREE
_ ......llpm!
.,Lbllif~ cub & prizes!
____ &-'3
-.ttIT .41'Mftt ......MLI' ."lPEST
OCTOBER
1990
1118HT
Every Thursday
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by Dwight Brown FOTOSPRINT
Back to Manaus
After lunch, I left 11
Amazon Village on a bigger bo
down the Rio Negro headed f
Manaus. As I reflect on wh
was the most adventurol
excursion I've ever taken,
realize that as challenging
the trip was, I never felt
any danger. And, if I WE
back, possibly I'd stay at t
Amazon Lodge, a smaller lod
about 100 miles from Mana
or the Ariau Tower,
lodge/animal sanctuary WhE
wild animals run freely. COl
there be a more interesti
side-trip from tl
cosmopolitan streets of Rio?
doubt it!
Journeying to the Heart
the Earth
When to go: The Ama
rainy season lasts fr
December to June; water 18\
are higher, so you must tre
further into the forest by b~
The dry season lasts from ,
to November. Averc
temperature 80F.
How to get there: v,
Airlines (Brazil's natio
airline), Pan Am and Ameri<
all fly to Rio, where you I
transfer to a flight for Mane
However, Kontik Tours boo
my trip. Their excursion I
for a four-day, three-ni
stay, includes two nights at
Tropical Hotel, one night
Rio's Intercontinental Ho
round-trip airfare from f\
York to Rio from Rio to Man
(all transfers included),
$1,509 double occupa,
during low season (Jan.
June 20, Aug. 8-Dec. 9),
$1,623 at peak season (J
21-Aug. 7, Dec. 10-Jan.
For more information call
800-869-2057. For ot
facts about Brazil and
m Amazon rainforest, contact
Locals fish for dinner in a piranha-infested "igarape:' Brazilian Tourist office
(lagoon) near the Amazon Village lodge. 2 12 _286 -9 600 .
2635 S_ University Dr.
Shoppes of Arrowhead
Next to Sonny's BBQ
*20% Discount WI Nova I.D. *
section of the jungle for
walking tours. Gerd, our guide
from the alligator trek,
detailed the surroundings as we
proceeded. He pointed out the
"porocutiaca," a tree the
Indians use as a drum to send
signals; the shoots from the
"baxubimha," a hollow plant
used to propel blow darts; and
less fundamental to survival,
but equally intriguing, were
the "mogno" or mahogany tree
and the "sova" plant or gum
tree.
While stopping to investigate
the foliage, we passed
poisonous ants (Tocondira), a
boa constrictor and a
"caranquejeira"-a spider that
eats small birds. A grainy
humus lay under our feet. The
guide explained that the humus
was the result of a one-year
cycle: Micro-organisms eat the
jungle plants, turning them
into humus; live plants
consume the humus; and so it
goes-all within the time span
of a year. The quick cycle
means the earth is rich but
shallow, and underneath lies a
bed of sand. That is why the
destruction of the rain forest is
not a problem here. In the
western Amazon regions, near
Peru, the forests are being
bulldozed and burned to make
room for farms. ranches and
developments, which has
outraged the international
environment community.
1 Hour Photo ~ Portrait Studio
* 1 Hour 4x6 Color Glossy Prints
*15 min. Color Enlargements
*1 Day B& 'II P~"'ocessi ng & Prints
* inst.fint. Passport/Visa Prints
~ CopV of P'ictures
* P~~ints from S~ ides
* Sl i des from Prints
* Trt1nsfer Movie to Video Tape
* Ch....istmas Cards
* Portrai t Pi ctures (proof in 1 hourI)
* We take Wedding or any occasion pictures
MORE INFORM'ATION?
Call 473-8126
Jungle Walk
The following morning after
breakfast we took a scheduled
jungle trek. We entered a
Piranha-Infested Waters
In the late afternoon, a guide
and a boatsman took several of
us for a preliminary tour. In a
small motorized boat, we glided
across murky green waters
five to eight meters deep. The
guide nonchalantly mentioned
that the waters were infested
with piranhas. Yes, teeth-
bearing, man-eating fish. My
fears were calmed when he
explained that, contrary to
popular belief, piranha only
attack when they see blood, so
falling overboard was not a
death sentence. provided you
don't injure yourself on the
way down.
We visited a small
settlement where locals,
"caboclos" (people of Indian
heritage), prepared
"mandioca", a diet staple.
Made from the root of a
poisonous plant, Brazil's
flour- a farina looking
substance- was grated,
strained and dried. Later it
was served, like a starch, along
with plantains, fresh fish and
vegetables at our evening meal.
Night Stalking
Back at the camp, after-
dinner talk among the lodgers
grew frenetic over the
impending, alligator
flashlight-hunt. Their
enthusiasm helped to quell my
initial concerns.
We set out through the
glades searching for alligator
under a spread of a million
stars sewn in a midnight-blue
sky. Our guide's lone
flaslilight, scanned the
darkness for the glazed, beady
eyes that would indicate an
alligator's presence. Minutes,
then hours came and went as we
ventured through darkened
igarapes.
The motor was turned off
and the boatsman, Juan, used
an oar to camouflage our
presence. In the silence. the
boat creaked and scraped by
dead branches as we slid
through reeds. After several
false alarms, finally something
darted across the boat's bow.
Our guide pointed out the figure
and Juan walked the narrow
four-inch rim to the front of
the boat and jumped into the
water. After splashing around
for a second or two, he grabbed
a four-foot alligator by the
back of the neck, stepped into
the boat and held it up for view.
Cameras focused, flashbulbs
popped and the alligator
squirmed only slightly as he
was immortalized for the folks
back home.
and several fire-engine red
parrots. Pet monkeys
skittered around the premises
(remember to hide your
belongings from them) and a
pet jaguar languished on a
straw couch.
reprint from Black Enterprise
magazine November 1990
page137-8
To most travelers, a trip to
Brazil means flying down to
Rio with a possible side-trip to
Bahia- the Brazilian state
largely populated by people of
African descent. But I found
that an excu rsion to th e
country's geographical wonders
are well worth the endeavor.
Eager for an earthy,
adventure-type tour to an
unusual locale, I took a four-
day, three-night sojourn to
The Amazon, the world's
largest rain forest. This dense,
tropical jungle dominates
Brazil's nothern state of
Amazonas and produces 30% of
the world's supply of oxygen.
The vast forest surrounds the
4,087-mile long Amazon
River with 2,246 miles in
Brazilian territory alone.
I ventured to the state
capital of Manaus, a city
guarded by heavily wooded
mountains and only accessible
by plane or boat. Near Manaus,
the orange waters of the
Amazon River (muddied by
orange soil) meets the black,
tributary waters of the Rio
Negro (clear water tinged by
dark humus and decomposing
vegetation.
After a four hour flight
from Rio, I stepped from the
plane and was greeted by the
tour director and the humidity.
Sweat poured down my back as
I taxied over jungle roads,
through the streets of Manaus
to the edge of town and the
plush, five-star Tropical
Hotel.
Porcelain, white. large and
opulent, this spectacular hotel,
with its pool, tennis stadium,
aviary,mini zoo and fine
restaurants, is·· nothing less
than an oasis in the midst of an
omnipresent jungle. I played
tennis, sWam, had a massage
and sampled a buffet-all in
preparation for the next day's
overnight expedition to a
jungle lodge known as the
Amazon Village.
Amazon Village
In the morning I was driven
to a small dock where a wooden
boat, operated by a local man,
spirited me away on a three-
hour trip. We motored past the
Negro and Amazon Rivers
waters and glided by reedy
shores, verdant farms and oxen
until we arrived in an
"igarape" (lagoon), that was
the home of the Amazon Village
lodge.
Small thatched-roof huts with
porches and hammocks dotted a
sandy embarkment. Snacks and
refreshments were served at
an outdoor restaurant and bar.
Rustic but comfortable, this
was as close to camping as it
gets. I was given a flashlight
and taken to my one-room hut
that had running water and a
bathroom-but no electricity.
While walking on the grounds,
I saw colorful toucans (exotic,
big-beaked black birds that
resemble the cartoon
characters Heckyll and Jekyll)
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TYPING SERVICES. TYPING SERVICES ROOMS FOR RENT EMPLOYMENT
''RE1JEvEs y0IJIl VIsION TO OlIVE <loa-
Word Proc.sslng
Specialist
Se~ices Include: term papers,
resumes. cassette transcripts,
proffessional laser printing,
and editing/proofreading/spell
:heck. Call Lynn at 563-4685.
ALL TYPING WELCOME,
INCLUDING Theses, Resumes,
and Term Papers. Fast,
accurat,. reliable, and
reasonable. W.P. Laser
Printer, notary, Boca Raton
Call Marianne (407) 368-0847.
Typlngl Word ProcessIng
Ters:" Papers, Resumes,
Dissertations, Manuscripts,
Familiar with APA ana MLA
formats. Only five minutes
from Nova. Call Malodee 791-
2298.
"THE TOUCH OF A kEY"
Typing Service-Low Rates
-Quality-Quick Response
Linda Marie (305) 749-8350.
Writer's Helper (Ph.D.
Educational Psychology).
Thesis/dissertation specialist-
writer, editor, teaches- guides
you through~ut entire process:
idea development through final
draft. (407) 274-4107
Typing - Typing - Typing
"I wHI do all your Wiling needs"
Papers MLA & AP.' 'styles,
resumes, correspondence,
cassette transcriptions. Call
Marie at 966-8054.
Word Processing Service.
Experienced in gradual~ level
work. Close to schr,ol. $2.00
per page; $2.25 wilh lootnotes.
call Donna at 581-8993.
WORD PROCESSING
Tape Transcription, Laser
Prillter, FAX. FAST EFFICIENT
SERVICE. CALL: (305) 742-
8123.
'(ERrl PAPERS E.T.C.
Doub:e Spacod 1 10 10 pgs.
$1.75 per Jig. 10 pgs. & up
$1.50 per pg. Call Sarah at
370-9035.
COMPUTER TYPING $1
each page research and
editing 24 hours and additional
services at reasonable rates.
Dr. Ceil Lipschitz, Ph.D. 424-
9015
AD PO.Lley
ERRORS: Please ~eck your ad
·the first day it appears. In the
event of an error, we are
responsible only for the first
incorrect insertion of an ad
If you wish to take out a
classified ad contact
Sandra Watson In the
Student Communication
Center, or call (305)
424-5744.
FOR SALE BY OWNER
Magnificent 4 bedroom 2 bath
villa with over· 2200 sq. ft.
high cathedral ceilings, end
unit, split bedroom plan, fans
throughout, ovariooking pool
and tennis courts $98,500.
Marlene Days 572-6567 Eve.
473-0707
1/1 ROOM FOR RENT IN
townhouse, $320. 3/2
townhouse with loft, $875.
Both come with pool and tEJnnis
courts. Located in Pimbroke
Pines lakes. Call Angelita at
653-8400. .
FOR SALE BY OWNER
3 bedroom 2 bath end unit villa...
1700 sq. n., cathedral ceilin9s,
oversized screened patio with
jacuzzi, alarm system, fans in
every room. By pool' and
playground $88,000. George
473-4967
Close to school-prlvledge,
plus Washer and Dryer.
Community pool and Tennis
courts $ 300 a month. Call
475-8776, ask for Marge or
Ida
PERSONALS.
Curls (wave
nouvepulloisuro) Perms.
LiscensEld cosmetologist since
1979. Call Evelyn .Jordan at
733·4044
P.rt-tlme dental
receptionist female
preferred, great location, light
typing and phone answering.
Call Dr. Birns at 680-2237.
BABYSITTER NEEDED.
Experience preferred M-F.
days. Flexible hours contact
Kim
3365 College Ave. room 210 A.
Need X-tr. cash?
Sell designer T-shirts,
fantastic income opportunity!
For details send $1 & S.A.S.E.
to K.E.C. 17531 N. W. 2nd Ave:
#252, Miami Florida 33169.
Cruise Ship .Jobs
HIRING Men - Women. Summer/
Year Round. PHOTOGRAPHERS,~OUR GUIDES, RECREATION PERSONNEL
Excellenl pay plus FREE travel. Caribbean,
Hawaii, Bahamas. South Pacific. Mexico.
CALL NOWI Call refundable.
1.-206-736-0775. Ext.e.t22.4..
~\illi', ";,TINT KING Gi ??j I
TINT REMOVAL
AT HOME oa Woak
"AWAY Whit Old BUlliEd FIlM"
foR APP. OR INfo.
CNJ. FArle &Soli
LCKlIE Bawd: 'D·'»'
MIchAd DAde 4J1·JDZ Faa Mobk Suvla ChAaGl
\V()MI~N
R.._ SI6
R.._ S25
R.._ $40
8uzzCuts
Haircut & Style
Full S~t of Nails
. . 474-6655
P.ROG.RESS./V£ & INNOVATIVE
Hairstyling
For The
90's
STUDENT SPECIALS
W/I.D_ $10
W/I.D_ $15
W/I.D. $30
MI~N
Don't forget to present that Student 1.0."""
We carry 8 full
line of mastey
products" Pans
ALSO
NOVlJ STAFF Days
Tues. & Wed.
20~ Off ANY Servicell
We Accept
rvlSA 1•
2863 S. University Dr_
Shoppes of Rolling Hills
Between Scendln8vlen
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WHERE THE GOOD TIMES ROLL
pitchers while
you bewl
FE llENINlJ YOU NOT 111 bRINK & LJRJV.E
10PM- 3AM
.' .
PRESEnTS
EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT
~Jft =::> ;81- )~~-:-:--JI~
• NO AGE LIMIT FOR BOWLING,
• MUST BE 21 VII. OR OLDER TO
PURCHASE BEER. - WE I.D.
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